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RELATIVISTIC THEORY OF SPECTRA OF PIONIC ATOMS WITH 
ACCOUNT OF THE RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS: HYPERFINE 
STRUCTURE

A new theoretical approach to the description of spectral parameters pionic atoms in the 
excited states with precise accounting relativistic, radiation and nuclear effects is applied 
to studying spectral structure for pionic nitrogen. Energies and probabilities of  radiation 

the pion nitrogen are calculated and analyzed.

Our work is devoted to the application of ear-
lier developed new theoretical approach to the 
description of spectral parameters pionic atoms in 
the excited states with precise accouting relativ-
istic, radiation to studying energy parameters of 

-
duction let us remind that at present time study-
ing the exotic hadronic atomic systems such as 
pionic atoms is of a great interest for further de-
velopment of atomic and nuclear theories as well 
as new tools for sensing the nuclear structure and 
fundamental pion-nucleus strong interactions. In 
the last few years transition energies in pionic 
atoms [1] have been measured with an unprec-
edented precision. Besides, light pionic atoms can 
additionally be used as a new low-energy X-ray 
standards [1]. More over, their spectra studying 
allows to determine the pion mass using the high-
est accuracy in comparison with other methods. 
TO nowadays, new advanced experiments are 
been preparing in order to make sensing the elec-
tromagnetic and strong interaction effects in dif-
ferent pionic atoms. 

The most popular theoretical models are natu-
rally (pion is the Boson with spin 0, mass m

r -=0.672±0.08
the using the Klein-Gordon-Fock equation, but 
there are many important problems connected 
with accurate accounting for as pion-nuclear 

strong interaction effects as QED radiative cor-

The perturbation theory expansion on the physi-
Z is usually used to take into ac-

effect of the polarization of electron-positron 

correct and comprehensive in a case of the light 
pionic atoms, however it becomes incorrect in a 
case of the heavy atoms with large charge of a 
nucleus Z. 

So, there is a high necessity to develop non- 
perturbative methods in order to account the QED 
effects. Besides, let us underline that more correct 

screening effects for heavy pionic atoms is also 
very serious and actual problem. At last, a devel-

structure is of a great interest and importance in a 
modern theory of the pionic atom spectra.

As usually, the relativistic dynamic of a 
spinless boson particle should be described on 

-
tion. The electromagnetic interaction between a 
negatively charged pion and the atomic nucleus 
can be taken into account introducing the nuclear 
potential A in the KG equation via the minimal 
coupling p .
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The wave functions of the zeroth approxima-
tion for pionic atoms are determined from the 
KGF equation [1]: 

where  is the Planck constant, c the velocity of 
0 -

Here it is considered a case of a central Coulomb 
potential (V0
equation looks as:

where E is the total energy of the system (sum of 
the mass energy mc2 and binding energy 0
principle, the central potential V  should include 
the central Coulomb potential, the radiative (in 

as the electron-screening  potential in the atomic-

solution of the pionic atom energy especially for 
the low-excited state requires an inclusion the 
pion-nuclear strong interaction potential. How-
ever, if a pion is on the high orbit of the atom, 
the strong interaction effects can not be accounted 
because of the negligible value.

-
nite size one (the Breit-Rosenthal-Crawford-
Schawlow
Gaussian model for nuclear charge distribution. 
This is  the smooth function, and as result it has a 
advantage in comparison with usually used model 
of a uniformly charged sphere [2-5]. It is obvious 

real distribution of the charge in a nucleus. The 
Gauss model is determined as follows: 

,exp4 223 rRr

where 24 R , R is an effective radius of a 
nucleus.

The next important topic is connected with a 
correct accounting the radiation QED corrections 

-

Flambaum-Ginges radiative potential. In includes 

the standard Ueling-Serber potential and electric 
and magnetic form-factors plus potentials for ac-
counting of the high order QED corrections such 
as [15]:
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( 0.074+0.35 .
The next step is an account of the electron 

screening effect. It should be noted that the elec-
tron shells are not survived in the light pionic 
atoms during the cascade processes accompany-
ing the formation of a pionic atom. However, in 
a case of the heave systems, the internal electron 

a precise theory. Our procedure for accounting 
this effect is a standard one and includes addition 
to the total interaction potential SCF potential of 
the electrons, which can be determined within 
the Dirac-Fock method by solution of the stand-
ard relativistic Dirac equations. To realize this 
step, we have used the QED perturbation theory 
formalism for relativistic many-electron atom.  
Further in order to calculate probabilities of the 
Radiative transitions between energy level of the 
pionic atoms we have used the relativistic energy 
approach [16].

-
ture of the usual multi-electron atom. As usually, 

interaction of the orbital pion with a magnetic di-
pole moment  and quadruple electric moment Q 
of a nucleus. Hitherto, only magnetic contribution 
has been studied. The quadruple interaction is not 
treated hitherto. One  could consider energy of the 
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Here H and 
-

nucleus. Following to the standard procedure, af-

Here cme p2/ -
dard.  In a consistent precise theory it is important 
allowance for the contribution to the energy of the 

the pion atom due to the interaction of the orbital 
momentum of the pion with the quadrupole mo-
ment of the atomic nucleus. The corresponding 
part looks as follows:

where

Here is a total 
moment of an atom. 

As example of application of the presented 
approach, in table 1 we present our data on the 

structure components 5f-4d in the spectrum of the 

The analogous computing energies of transi-

5f-4d in the spectrum of the pion neon has dem-
onstrated physically reasonable agreement with 
other theoretical data by Indelicato et al and mea-
sured results. So, the received data can be consid-

corresponding applications.

Table 1 

structure components 5f-4d in the spectrum of 
the pion nitrogen (our data)

F-F’
Our data Our data.

4-3 4057.6819 4.57× 1013

3-2 4057.6915 3.16× 1013

3-3 4057.6799 2.98× 1013

2-1 4057.6978 2.13× 1013

2-2 4057.6905 2.25× 1013

2-3 4057.6789 0.01× 1013
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Abstract
A new theoretical approach to the description of spectral parameters pionic atoms in the excited 

states with precise accounting relativistic, radiation and nuclear effects is applied to studying spectral 

structure lines components, such as 5f-4d,  in the spectrum of the pion nitrogen are calculated and 
analyzed.
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